Car body and bogie connection modification for track curves passability improvement
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Abstract. For Tram cars, it is often necessary to operate in cities on strongly curved track, which is followed by an increased effect of the vehicle on the track. Especially, this increased effect occurs in spiral transition curves situated between direct and arc sections or between two arc sections of different radius. In such case, increased guiding forces, creep in the rail-wheel contact, wear and noise generation can be observed. Exactly with the aim to reduce these undesirable effects we designed a tram bogie with steered wheelsets. This paper deals with a modification of its coupling to vehicle body in order to improve vehicle dynamics in transition curves. Proposed innovative construction of this coupling unit is registered by authors under Utility Model Nr. u201609015 and Utility Model Nr. u201703246. Description of the proposed way for a vehicle to pass through curved track with regard to bogie-body coupling and wheelset steering mechanisms with usage of multibody computing software is given in this paper.
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1 Introduction

The way a vehicle passes a track arc depends on many factors. The most important of these include the bogie wheelbase, the distance of pivot pins, the way the car body is mounted on the bogie, the design of the wheelset guiding in the bogie, the track gauge and the width of the track free channel with which the geometry of the wheel and rail profiles is directly related. The most favorable situation for the vehicle during a ride in a curve is the radial position, the wheelset guides should provide zero angles of attack, the wheel and rail profiles should provide one-point contact as well as lateral displacement of the wheel from the track axis such that the change of the radius of the outer and inner wheels would compensate the difference in the lengths of the outer and inner rails. Fulfilling these conditions will result in a reduction in creep velocities in wheel-rail contacts, minimizing vehicle riding resistance in curve, extending wheel and rail profile service life, reducing bogie and track load, and reducing traffic noise. It is particularly desirable to achieve such a favorable condition in an environment with frequent occurrences of small radius arcs, such
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as the railways of public transport vehicles, where the increased contact wear of the contact pair profiles and, in particular, the increased noise generation is significant problem [1 - 3]. The team of authors deals with the solution of this problem in the form of atypical bogie design ensuring favorable transition through track arcs [4, 5]. A key element of the proposed solution is a mechanism providing radial steering of the wheelsets while riding along a curved section of the track, where the position of wheelsets is derived from the bogie frame rotation relative to the car body.

2 The wheelset control mechanism

The purpose of the control mechanism is to define the position of the wheelsets, and it is desirable that due to the operation of the mechanism there is no excitation of the undulatory movement of the vehicle when driving on a straight track. The steering is carried out by moving of the axle boxes in the longitudinal direction by means of a steering mechanism. The input variable is the angle of rotation of the bogie towards the vehicle frame. The output variable is the angle of rotation of the wheelset towards the bogie frame, which is created by moving the axle boxes of the wheelset guiding in an opposite direction. A schematic diagram of the proposed bogie design is shown in Fig. 1a) A cross section diagram of the proposed bogie design is shown in Fig. 1b).

![Fig. 1. a) schematic diagram of the proposed bogie design](image1.png)

![Fig. 1. b) cross section diagram of the proposed bogie design](image2.png)
The design of the wheelset steering mechanism requires a gear wheel segment (1) being mounted on the pivot coupling the car body with the bogie (2). The bogie rotation is realized around the pivot (2). Thus, the gear frame (3) has only one degree of freedom towards the car body. Levers with a gear segment are rotatably mounted on the gear frame (4). The levers (4) are coupled by means of rods (5) to the axle boxes (6). With regard to the suspension operation, spherical joints are considered to attach the rods to the levers. For a correct function of the proposed mechanism, it was necessary to determine the gear ratio between the gear segments as well as the dimensions "e" and "d".

Relationships for the calculation of these dimensions can be determined from the requirement that the vehicle has to pass through a track arc with radially rotated wheelsets, as shown in Fig. 2. The following relationships are based on the assumption that the pivot pin is located at the midpoint of the wheelbase of the bogie, shown in Fig. 2 as the dimension "b".

For the angle of rotation of the wheelset towards the bogie frame $\alpha$ [rad] we can write a relationship:

$$\alpha = \arcsin \frac{b}{2R}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where variable $b$ [mm] represents the bogie wheelbase and $R$ [mm] the radius of the track arc. For the angle of rotation of the bogie relative to the car body, it is possible to write the relationship:

$$\beta = \arcsin \frac{B}{2(R - \nu)}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)
Where the variable $B$ [mm] represents the distance of the pivot pins and $v$ [mm] represents the lateral deflection of the pivot from the axis of the track in the arc. For the calculation of this value it is possible to use relation (3), or relation (4):

$$v = R - \frac{b}{2 \tan \alpha} \quad (3)$$

$$v = R - \sqrt{R^2 - \left(\frac{b}{2}\right)^2} \quad (4)$$

The wheelset steering mechanism is required to rotate the wheelsets in the bogie when rotating the bogie frame towards the car body. This is done largely by longitudinally moving the axle boxes in the bogie frame. The value of this longitudinal displacement $x_d$ [mm] can be expressed by:

$$x_d = d \cdot \sin \alpha \quad (5)$$

Where $d$ [mm] is the distance of the axle box from the longitudinal axis of the bogie. It is necessary that the lever joints with the gear segment are being moved in the longitudinal direction exactly by the $x_d$ value when the bogie is turning. Therefore, for the value of the dimension $e$ [mm], it is possible to write the relationship:

$$e = \frac{x_d}{\sin \beta} \quad (6)$$

After fitting relations (1), (2) and (5) to (6), the value of dimension $e$ [mm] can be modified to:

$$e = \frac{d \cdot b \cdot (R - v)}{R \cdot B} \quad (7)$$

Since the variable $v$ reaches values much smaller than the variable $R$, it can be neglected in the numerator of the second fraction. Consequently, it is possible to write the following relation for dimension $e$ [mm]:

$$e = \frac{d \cdot b}{B} \quad (8)$$

For the considered vehicle with bogie wheelbase $b = 1900$ mm, the distance between the pivot pins $B = 6400$ mm and the joints situated at a distance $d = 350$ mm from the longitudinal axis of the vehicle, the resulting value of $e = 104$ mm.

As the bogie design is asymmetrical, several ways of placing the bogie under the vehicle car are considered. It is necessary to find out which position will be more favorable in terms of both ride in track arcs and ride stability.
3 Examined options of bogie mounting on the car body

There are three specific requirements for attaching the bogie to the car body:
1. Ensure wheelset steering that is derived from the pivot pin with the gear segment shown in Fig. 1 under items (1) and (2).
2. Exit the vehicle from the straight-line arc to bring the vehicle to a centered position with respect to the track axis, while the steering control derived from the pivot pin must not cause the undulatory movement of the vehicle to be excited while riding in a straight track.
3. Decrease the amplitude of the lateral force when riding through the track transition curve.

In order to meet these criteria, two ways of mounting a pivot pin were proposed. The first method considers a pivot pin firmly attached to the bottom of the car body and its rotary mounting on the frame of the bogie gear. Such a solution is fully in line with the relationships mentioned in Chapter 2, in the circular parts of the arc one can expect its correct function. However, it is necessary to check the vehicle's response to ride on the track transition curve when there may be a certain increase in angles of attack, and therefore the downgrade of the vehicle's characteristics must be examined. It is also necessary to pay attention to the undulatory movement of the vehicle after its return onto the straight track.

The second method (Figure 3) considers a pivot pin attached to the bottom of the car body by means of a flexible element with a damping. At the other end, the pivot pin is also rotary mounted on the bogie gear frame. Such a solution will provide an improvement in the vehicle's properties when riding through a track transition curve when each of the vehicle bogies is in a track arc of another radius. The flexible rotation damping element of the pivot makes it possible to stabilize the vehicle on a straight track. It is necessary to pay attention to the ride through circular arcs, where the rotary mounting of the pivot pin on the bottom of the car body may cause some downgrade in the driving characteristics.

From the bogie design, its asymmetrical composition is evident in relation to the lateral plane going through the pivot pin, resulting in two possibilities of placing the bogies under the car body as shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. Position of the bogie under the vehicle body
a) wheelset with a single axle box turned towards the stem
b) wheelset with a single axle box turned towards the vehicle centre

For both the bogie placement as well as for both the above-described pivot pin mount methods, a vehicle ride simulation analysis was performed to determine the suitability of the proposed solutions.

4 Simulation analysis of vehicle ride

Vehicle simulation analysis was performed in the Simpack 9.9 program environment using the Rail module. A vehicle model was used, the basic parameters of which are close to the T3 vehicle for the 1000 mm gauge [6], using the bogie of the described design. Creating the vehicle model itself was described by the authors in detail in [7].

It is generally known that, regarding many parameters, the ride of the vehicle in the opposite direction S-arc is very problematic [8 - 11]. The aim of the authors was to examine the response of the different variants of the location and mounting of the vehicle bogie to such situation [12 - 14]. In the simulation, a ride of the vehicle on a track according to the standard [15], which consists of straight sections, a transition curve of a clothoid shape, and two counter-arcs with a radius of 50 m was considered. The length of each section of the track and its arrangement is shown in Fig. 5. The straight section at the beginning of the track is used to stabilize the vehicle. The final straight section serves to verify the vehicle's stability against undulatory movement. The driving speed was set constantly at 10 km / h without driving and braking forces.

Fig. 5. Track used in simulation
During the calculation, among other variables were recorded, in particular, the value of the lateral displacement of the wheelset, the angles of attack, the force acting in the wheel-rail contact pairs and the wear number. These signals were obtained for each wheel-rail contact pair. Due to the large range of calculated data, only quantities’ courses for the first bogie are given below. It is through the front bogie that the vehicle receives the initial impulse to change the ride direction. This fact causes the courses of the monitored quantities to have a less favourable character for the front bogie.

5 Evaluation of the monitored quantities’ courses

The chapter presents the results of a series of simulation analyses, the individual variants being marked as follows:

Variant 1: the bogies are oriented according to Fig. 4 a), the pivot pin is firmly attached to the car body
Variant 2: the bogies are oriented according to Fig. 4 a), the pivot pin is rotatably mounted on the car body
Variant 3: the chassis are oriented according to Fig. 4b), the pivot pin is firmly attached to the car body
Variant 4: the bogies are oriented according to Fig. 4 (b), the pivot pin is rotatably mounted on the car body

The ride of the vehicle significantly describes the value of the lateral displacement of the wheelset from the track axis, which for the analysed variants is shown in Fig. 6. It can be deduced from its course that in all cases the front bogie of the vehicle passes through an arc in a close to the chord position. From the point of view of the work of the wheel profile, the basic requirement for its correct function is therefore met. Variants 3 and 4 show a similar lateral deflection on both wheelsets, while variant 4 looks more perspective in view of entering the arc. When riding on a straight track, the undulatory movement of wheelsets occurs, with the smallest amplitude of this movement being achieved in variant 1.

Fig. 6. Lateral displacement of the wheelset towards the track axis
a) the first wheelsets, b) the second wheelset

The rail vehicle is not only carried but also guided by its track. It is therefore necessary to know the course of the guiding forces in the wheel-rail contacts. In a favorable case, the
guiding forces should act in the same direction on both wheelsets of the bogie. If their size is similar, one of the assumptions for uniform wear of the two wheelsets is created. In case of a ride in a track arc, the increase in the guiding forces should not be sudden. From Fig. 7 it can be deduced that these requirements seem to best fit the variants 3 and 4. However, it is not sufficient for the process of guiding forces to be analysed separately. It is also necessary to evaluate them in terms of safety against derailment, i.e. to analyse the course of the ratio of the guiding and vertical wheel force as shown in Fig. 8. On the basis of the calculated data, it can be concluded that all proposed solutions are safe against derailment, with variants 3 and 4 appearing more perspective, as more favorable values are achieved on the attacking wheelset.

![Fig. 7. Lateral forces in contact: a) front left wheel - rail, b) front right wheel - rail, c) rear left wheel - rail, d) rear right wheel – rail](image1)

![Fig. 8. Safety against derailment index: a) front left wheel - rail, b) front right wheel - rail, c) rear left wheel - rail, d) rear right wheel - rail](image2)

A significant indicator of the reliability of the bogie is the value of angles of attack, for the analysed variants shown in Fig. 9. In a favorable case, it should be close to zero, in reality it usually reaches values of up to 3°. In an event that non-zero angles of attack are present, the wheel-rail contact is overloaded by the transfer of more significant lateral forces, which often can not be transfered through the adhesive bond, significant creep
occurs in the lateral and longitudinal directions. When two-point contact is achieved, the contact surfaces are often overloaded by forces circulating between the contact points of the wheel tread and the wheel flange. The resulting product of such operation is increased noise and wear of the contact pair. From Fig. 9 it can be read that although the analysed track has an arc with the smallest possible radius allowed by the standard [15] to be used, particularly small angles of attack are achieved. From this point of view, options 1 and 2 appear in perspective.

Fig. 9. Angles of attack:
- a) front left wheel - rail, b) front right wheel - rail,
- c) rear left wheel - rail, d) rear right wheel - rail

Fig. 10. Wear number in contact:
- a) front left wheel - rail, b) front right wheel - rail,
- c) rear left wheel - rail, d) rear right wheel - rail

Fig. 10 shows the course of the wear numbers, i.e. intensity of interaction in individual wheel-rail contacts. It can be concluded that a significant improvement is achieved in all analyzed cases compared to vehicles with no steering mechanism. From among the proposed possibilities of placing and mounting of the bogie, variant 2 seems perspective, as there are no significant amplitudes in its course and overall it reaches low values.
Conclusion

The article, by means of a simulation analysis of a rail vehicle, compares in total four variants of car body to bogie junction design differing in the way the bogie is placed and mounted. It provides a view of the problem in terms of the signal courses of deflection of the two wheelsets from the track axis, the course of the guiding forces, the safety against derailment index, the angle of attack and the wear number. Based on the results obtained, the authors consider among the analysed proposals for the given track as most perspective the second variant, i.e. the orientation of the bogies such that the wheelset with a single axle box is headed towards the stem and a pivot pit mounted by means of a pair of rotary bonds, one of which is in the junction of the car and the central element and the second in junction between the central element and the gear frame.

Further improvement in ride parameters is likely to be achieved if the junction of the car with the bogie is not located at the center of the bogie wheelbase. The authors' collective is currently engaged in optimizing the pivot pin shift value and determination of the corresponding changes in vehicle behavior.
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